The purpose of this worksheet is to capture your **KEY IDEAS and INSIGHTS**—to use in your conversations today and going forward—advancing our shared desire to improve the reach and impact of NAMI.

### From THE OPENING AND THE OVERVIEW of the Strategic Plan

What do you want to be sure to remember? What’s meaningful to you?

### From the Strategic Plan GOAL: PEOPLE GET HELP EARLY

- What connects to what you’re **already** doing at your NAMI organization?
- How might the strategic plan “accelerators” fuel and focus your work?
- How might the entire alliance, working together, leverage this area to give us more reach and impact?

### From the Strategic Plan GOAL: PEOPLE GET THE BEST POSSIBLE CARE

- What connects to what you’re **already** doing at your NAMI organization?
- How might the strategic plan “accelerators” fuel and focus your work?
- How might the entire alliance, working together, leverage this area to give us more reach and impact?
The purpose of this worksheet is to capture your **KEY IDEAS and INSIGHTS**—to use in your conversations today and going forward—advancing our shared desire to improve the reach and impact of NAMI.

From the Strategic Plan GOAL: PEOPLE GET DIVERTED FROM JUSTICE SYSTEM INVOLVEMENT

- What connects to what you’re **already** doing at your NAMI organization?
- How might the strategic plan “accelerators” fuel and focus your work?
- How might the entire alliance, working together, leverage this area to give us more reach and impact?

QUESTIONS

1—**Given the direction of the national strategic plan, what are one or two conversations you can see having now—with whom and when?**

2—**What did you appreciate about this session? What would you like to see in the future?**

Your Name: ____________________________________________

Your Role and Your NAMI State Organization or NAMI Affiliate: _________________________

Your Contact Info (preferred way to reach you): ____________________________